Thanks to ijwthstd for sharing the show at The Traders' Den.

ijwthstd noted:

Even as recent as the night before Desert Trip was Desert Mirage, the more money I sank in, the more remote the reality of this experience became. I had zero interest in this show whatsoever when originally announced. Too expensive, too far, too much of a hassle, I have seen all these bands so many times and I always do Culture Collide this time of year. The first domino to fall was when it looked like Culture Collide wasn’t happening.

Then a week prior, prices on the secondary market were in total freefall. Started putting out feelers, had an offer on a room across the street at regular pre event pricing. Suddenly wanted to do this so hard. Got the ticket ($182 for Grandstand S4) and locked in the room. Should be able to find someone to drive me out there and share the cost of the room, right?

Turns out none of my friends - many of whom were talking nonstop about this for months - were the least bit interested, even with “cheap” tickets and place to stay.

Even the night before I still had no way out there. Texted every professional driver I know saying name a price. First response back was over 12 hours later. Went to go see Deap Valley followed by ZZ Top on Thursday, still working it the whole time but my phone stopped working up in the hills of Griffith Park so I had no choice but to enjoy the show.

Get home from ZZ Top and, in one last ditch effort, look at Greyhound, who never seems to go anywhere I need to be. Turns out they have buses to Indio every two hours around the clock. And I am on my way! Still never found anyone to share the room which is kind of a sore spot as it put me a few hundred over budget, otherwise I would be scheming for this weekend as I had a great time.

+++

Lineage:
ATB31 > BB > R-09HR > Soundforge > FLAC
Disc 1
01. intro 1:30
02. Rainy Day Women 12 & 35 4:56
03. Don’t Think Twice, It’s Alright 4:45
04. Highway 61 Revisited 4:33
05. It’s All Over Now, Baby Blue 4:37
06. High Water (For Charley Patton) 4:29
07. Simple Twist Of Fate 5:25
08. Early Roman Kings 6:12
09. Love Sick 5:36
42 mins

Disc 2
01. Tangled Up In Blue 6:01
02. Lonesome Day Blues 6:19
03. Make You Feel My Love 4:15
04. Pay In Blood 4:26
05. Desolation Row 8:01
06. Soon After Midnight 4:14
07. Ballad Of A Thin Man 7:59
08. Masters Of War 6:25
48 mins